Alternative Asset

A Project of OMANEE

What is NEENOTE?
 NEENOTE is a project developed by Omanee. It’s aimed for creating a new payment foundation
to substitute digital assets by issuing NEE, a cryptocurrency.
 This is a simple solution for transactions, trading and exchanging. It shortens the time, distance
in global payment which makes transactions more transparent and convenient.
 NEENOTE creates a foundation, environment for businesses from all over the world to issue
digital shares, raise fund for startups and encode real estate properties / digital properties for
easier transactions.
 NEENOTE offers a solution for payment, asset liquidation by connecting to NEEBANK, a digital
bank.
 NEE is a coin used in the OMANEE ecosystem
 NEE is traded on NEEX - Cryptocurrency exchange.
 NEE is applied in the financial ecosystem NEEBANK - the digital bank
 NEE is the platform for the issuance of new tokens on NEECHAIN - an ecosystem of blockchain.

HOW IS NEE ISSUED?
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 IEO on PAYASIAN.io : 40% = 4,389,574,758 NEE
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platform

NEE DISTRIBUTING POLICY FOR
2020 – 2022
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09/2020
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PHASE 1 :
 Private sale: $0.004 before 01/04- 29/06/2020
 IEO: $0.006 - $0.015 in 29/06/2020 - 28/02/2021

$0.008
08/2020

PHASE 2 :
EXPECTED: NEE price - $0.03

ROADMAP
IEO

$0.011
11/2020

$0.012
12/2020

PHASE 3 :
TARGET 2023 – 2024 : NEE price - $1

NEE in IEO selling on exchange:
PAYASIAN.io - NEEX.info

$0.015
02/2021

$0.014
1/20210

NEECHAIN - A BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEM

“Just like the Internet, Blockchain would change the world in the 21st century”
A blockchain ecosystem includes applications for businesses and third party partners who want to
develop technology products with blockchain.
With NEECHAIN:
 It creates BIG DATA for digital authentication
 It simplifies the process for businesses when using blockchain
 It’s safe and secured for sharing personal information

Smart Contract:
It makes issuing token easy, simple, secured, safe and precise.

NEEBANK - DIGITAL BANK

The solution of a global digital bank and sharing economy model
It realises the model of ‘Cashless world’
 Products: Trading, exchange and deposit various types of tokens, cryptocurrency, currencies,
and crypto assets
 Solution: it’s available anytime, anywhere. It’s fast, simple, safe, secured and precise
 Features: it’s simple and convenient to operate with an app with the Internet connection.
 Benefits: appealing features, competitive interest rates in comparison with conventional banks
With NEEBANK, a digital bank, banking activities become optimal, convenient and beneficial for
users and it assists the society’s development.

Objective: create an online-only global digital bank, with no necessity of offline offices
Agent: global affiliates become mobile ATM and offices

ISSUED

Omanee Corporation develops the project of NEENOTE

TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATIONS
 NEETEK - issuing and developing
 NEEDIA - promoting
 NEECHAIN - blockchain foundation for NEE
 NEEX - crypto asset exchange with NEE as a coin
 NEEBANK - a digital bank with NEE as a mean for
transactions of liquidation / asset accumulation

ISSUING PLAN

Official
launch of the
project and
Private sale

20/03/2020

29/06/2020
Officially
selling IEO
and
developing
global
NEEBank
agency

Launch
NEEBANK the foundation
for global NEE
transaction

29-30/11/2020

05/2021
NEEBank
officially
operates,
official
trading on
Payasian.io
and
NEEX.info

THE ENVIRONMENT FOR NEENOTE
NEEX - the digital
asset exchange

Technology & Communications of
NEETEK AND NEEDIA
NEECHAIN - the
blockchain ecosystem
foundation

NEEBANK - the global
digital bank

THE ENVIRONMENT FOR NEENOTE
Share Property 4.0

The digital business ecosystem

Smart virtual assistant

INVESTMENT

FINANCE
The global digital community

The investment company in real estate,
manufacturing, services and retail

Smart Cities

The Asian investment fund for
startups

NEENOTE’S VALUES
Join NEENOTE to quickly approach new markets, expand current ones and experience the best customer
service in global payment

EVERYWHERE
Expanding your scale by providing
many places and methods of payment

PROMPT
Providing immediate payment service
and the clients receive the payment as
soon as the needs arise.

TRUSTWORTHY
Building trust by improving the
payment availability and avoiding
unsuccessful transactions

LOW COST

Working effectively and optimizing the
costs to expand your businesses

NEENOTE AND OPPORTUNITIES
OFFER PEOPLE OPPORTUNITIES

NEENOTE offers partners, organisations,
business people opportunities to create
and expand markets - communities to fully
join the global financial system in a
transparent way.

By supporting the research, education and
technology development, NEENOTE is
assisting in the development of the global
workforce, to make it more diverse and
perfect. NEENOTE guarantee to follow the
regulations of blockchain and crypto
assets.

NEENOTE is the environment for
businesses to issue digital shares in a
simple and effective way to raise fund
quickly - it’s much simpler than being
listed on the stock exchange.

NEENOTE is the environment for the
development of Share Property projects
globally. It makes it easier to approach
clients from all over the world.

ROADMAP NEENOTE

Launching OMANEE and its foundation
 NEENOTE ( NEETEK, NEDIA,NEECHAIN,
NEEBANK… )
 OMA PLUS (OMA CAPITAL, OMA
INVESTMENT…)

NEENOTE - The substitute
foundation for global digital assets

2022

2020
2019

2021

Developing blockchain
foundation

Launching NEEX.info
exchange

MEMBERS
BOARD OF MEMBERS

Mr. BUI NIS

Mr. PAUL JANETZKI

CEO

Chief Financial Officer

A motivated person passionate about communication, the beauty of
knowledge and the power of working with bright minds.
Nis has a big interest in Marketing Communication, which brings him
many different prospects to expand knowledge about the future
direction of business and social trends through experiences from
Australia to Southeast Asia. with a big aim is to bring a cross-cultural
perspective n insights in local business values.
Strongly believe bravery brings innovation and creation. The bravery
to break from tradition and convention. To be outstanding
"STRONG MIND, STRONG HEART"

Paul who hails from Melbourne Australia, holds a Bachelor of
Business, a Masters in Taxation and is a Certified Practising
Accountant.
He has over 30 years experience in the business world with a specialty
in taxation and financing arrangements. He has provided advice on
arrangements to large corporates on complex Cross-Border Structured
Financing and Corporate Debt Financing, and also to sophisticated
individuals on various Financial Products and Investments available in
the market place.
In many of his day to day dealings Paul dealt with senior executives of
International Banks & Financial Institutions and the Corporate
Treasuries of Multi-national companies. Paul has in the past been a
speaker for the OECD at their Outreach Programs in China and Korea
on taxation and financing
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Mr. GARRY CHUA

Mrs. THY NG

Chief Marketing Officer

Business Consulting Director

Gary holds a Bachelor of Engineering and has over 6 years of
experience in the area of marketing, web development, ecommerce,
entrepreneurship and engineering & design.
His strengths lie in web development, conceptualize of prototype,
data analysis, interpretation and innovative problem solving.
Gary has a strong understanding consumer’s behavior and has
dedicated time and effort to really analyze, test, compare, and
improve every aspect of the process. He is inspired by the
opportunities AI and IOT are contributing to growth by promoting
greater revenue, reduce costs, predictive analysis and enhance risk
management in modern society.

A strong mind-set businesswoman with years of experiences in the
field of Business Development and expertise. A passionate,
steadfast characters, Thy is whom likes challenges and willing to
learn from colleagues in fast-pace marketplace.

“A trainer with steel spirit and a loving heart to accompanies
with team toward the goal.”

MEMBERS
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ISURU SAN VITHANAGE
Marketing Communication Director
San’s passion about hospitality and tourism management with the experiences
in sales and marketing of retail forged him into a motivated, career driven team
player. His outstanding performances in academic and professional life helped
him to become a great team player and a team leader.
San’s years of experience in Hospitality and Retail in both South-Asia and
Australia helped him to achieve many goals. He shows his leadership and
management qualities by leading teams to the great success in every task he
was given and often he introduce new innovative and creative methods to
overcome the difficulties in his and his teams path.
San is a reliable and punctual team player who would welcome the opportunity
to further develop his skills in the industry and he is a strong believer of “best
way of learning is, putting it in to action”.
“ IF NOT TODAY, THEN NEVER”
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SAKSHI WADHWA

Mr. FELIPE STOCKER

Finance Manager

Civil Engineering Projects Manager

Sakshi believes in learning and experiences and never settling down
for less. There’s learning in every step and that’s what Sakshi’s aim is
to learn the spectrum of life, enhancing her knowledge and try to share
it with wherever in the world she goes. Sakshi is always striving for
challenges and creating positivity around because what has been
achieved out of being negative anyway? Only despair.
Good Pharmaceutical based industrial knowledge. Excellent time
management skills and attention to details with an ability to understand
dynamic business circumstances. Strong analytical skills, critical
thinking and in-house ERP based software knowledge and MYOB.
Can be accounted on for problem solving techniques and precision.

Felipe has personality from those who always aim high. After
conquering his academic research in construction engineering,
Felipe has increasingly built deep experience in structural
engineering in Brazil and Middle East.
Through recent project management studies in Australia and Asia
Pacific, this brings a goal of making any project a highly successful
way and also improve the worldwide range of any business.

NEETEK



A research and development center for applied technology in Finance - Investment.



Strengths: Big Data, Internet of Thing, Blockchain, AI, AR, VR

Blockchain One Touch (BOT): a payment solution with blockchain foundation


Mobile applications and KYC

Develop Team: INDIA, INDONESIA, VIETNAM, BANGLADESH, PHILIPPINES.
Data Centre: DUBAI & SINGAPORE

NEEDIA
The achievements of science - technology revolution in Information Technology, broadcasting,
television and Internet create a global booming era of information.
Multimedia is a hot trend.
NEEDIA develops its own communication channels:
 NplusTV: a channel specialising in Asian Finance
 Nplus Production (Production House): providing advertising - designing services
 Nplus Marcom: Marketing and Promotion & an event planner in different countries
 Nplus Biz: a magazine for startups - business in Asia

Develop Team: PHILIPPINES, SINGAPORE, MALAYSIA, THAILAND & VIETNAM
Office: DUBAI, INDIA, SINGAPORE, PHILIPPINES, KOREA & HONGKONG

CONTACTS

SINGAPORE: No. 13-11, 10 Anson Road, International
Plaza, Singapore 079903

INDIA : : No.1304 ,13floor , Lodha Supremus, Opposite World
Tower, Lower Parel West, Mumbai, Maharashtra-400013
www.Omanee.com.sg

